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NIX Solutions releases uPackinglist 1.3.5 for iPhone and iPod touch
Published on 11/24/09
NIX Solutions Limited is proud to announce uPackinglist 1.3.5, an update to their popular
packing and travel organizer for iPhone and iPod touch. Designed specifically to leverage
the iPhone's unique capabilities, uPackinglist turns packing and travel preparation into a
fast and convenient activity for any journey, business trip, vacation, or outing. Easily
create and maintain an unlimited number of customizable lists to control the packing
process, or use a handy built-in items catalogue.
Kharkov, Ukraine - NIX Solutions Limited is proud to announce uPackinglist 1.3.5, an
update to their popular packing and travel organizer for iPhone and iPod touch. Designed
specifically to leverage the iPhone's unique capabilities, uPackinglist turns packing and
travel preparation into a fast and convenient activity for any journey, business trip,
vacation, or outing.
Whether it's a family picnic, fishing, or going to Disney Land, uPackinglist features a
friendly and appealing interface that requires minimum actions. Easily create and maintain
an unlimited number of customizable lists to the control packing process. To help organize
things, uPackinglist sports a carefully thought-out catalog that contains almost 300
items. Users can collapse or expand any category they need, or add new items to customize
lists with just one tap.
When the list is ready, users can proceed to packing right away, and effortlessly mark
items as processed with just one tap. Additionally, uPackinglist offers a nice
presentation of the packing progress that is fully customizable, supporting various
background themes, as well as the ability to change category icons to suit different
needs. Users can email their lists to colleagues or family members too.
Feature highlights:
* Friendly and appealing interface that requires minimum actions
* Unlimited lists, possibility to reuse any list
* A Carefully thought-out catalog that contains about 300 items
* Collapse or expand any category - Add items to lists with just one tap
* An easily customizable catalogue - Add or change any category and item
* When a list is ready users can proceed to packing right away
* Mark items as processed with just one tap
* Vivid presentation of packing progress for all lists
* Ability to send any list via e-mail
* Ability to enter quantity and note associated with each item
* Ability to change category icons
* Various background themes
"Necessity is the mother of all invention. We decided to create uPackinglist because many
iPhone users in our company are travelling a lot," said Dmitriy Kogan, marketing manager
for NIX Solutions Limited. We've added new additions during our own internal use and based
on the tremendous customer response, uPackinglist has matured with a lot of useful
features which are specific to packing. Indeed, we are continuing development with
thoughts of comfort and usability for customers."
Language Support:
* US English, German, Italian and Russian
Device Requirements:
* iPhone or iPod Touch 2.1 or later
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Pricing and Availability:
uPackinglist 1.3.5 is only $1.99 (USD) and available worldwide exclusively through the App
Store in the Travel category. There is also a free version available. Promo codes are
available upon request.
NIX Solutions:
http://www.nixsolutions.com
uPackinglist 1.3.5:
http://www.nixsolutions.com/xcategories/view/artpath/upackinglist/
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=323241118&mt=8
Download uPackinglist free:
http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=323363997&mt=8
Media Assets:
http://picasaweb.google.ru/blan777/UPackingListScreenshots?authkey=Gv1sRgCNzWmp2r76T
ifA&feat=directlink

Located in historic Kharkov, Ukraine, NIX Solutions Limited is a privately held company
founded in 1994. Leveraging their longtime experience in both development and systems
integration, NIX Solutions provides solutions for e-commerce, business automation,
enterprise resource planning, data storing and processing, e-entertainment, decision
support and other domains. Copyright (C) 1994-2009 NIX Solutions Limited. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc.
in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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